Sage Intacct is the leading multi-entity cloud accounting solution that helps
family office, wealth management, and asset management firms manage over half
a trillion dollars in AUM. Most firms are multi-entity in nature, managing multiple
funds spanning multiple asset classes, often including real estate. The majority of
these firms are using outdated on-premises technology for accounting and limited
reporting technology or Excel for consolidation and dashboards.
Without the latest innovations in technology, CFO’s, Controllers, and Chief
Investment Officers are faced with:
• Consolidations that take up to 100 hours or more
across complex entity structures
• Chart of Accounts that grow out of control with
inconsistencies between entities

Shared Dimensional Chart Of Accounts
• Reduce the number of entries from 10,000+
to 100’s
• Add a new entity in minutes

• Slow, error prone analytics that force CFO’s
and CIO’s to share data in multiple complex
spreadsheets

Dashboard Analytics
• Instant shared access within and across entities

• Lack of GAAP compliance with no audit trail

• Track key metrics – AUM, fair-market-value – all
over time

• No automatic disaster recovery

Sage Intacct Innovation For The Data
Driven Cfo

• Track financial data – P&L, budget vs. plan, cash

Collaborative Compliance
• Audit trail with GAAP compliance
• Front-to-back office collaborative audit trail

Continuous Consolidation
• Reduce consolidation from 10’s of hours
to minutes
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Your Best Choice—But Don’t Take Our Word For It

“Instead of looking at what has happened we use Sage
Intacct as the single source of the truth to proactively analyze
and drive the business looking forward. We can now
consolidate in minutes to help us drive investment decisions”
–Jason Gabauer, Halstatt LLC

The Leading Multi-Entity Cloud-Based
Accounting System For InvestmentManagement Firms
Sage Intacct helps CFOs and Chief Investment
Officers access integrated management and financial
reports across their holding companies and operating
companies – in minutes not days – to grow and drive
their investment business. Dashboards operate on a
combination of both financial and operational data.

Cfo Dashboard
Sage Intacct provides access within and across
entities to show you cash balance, balance sheets,
and cash-flow statements for collaborative decisionmaking. Analyze client billing, revenue per client,
profit per client, and return on partner capital.

Smarter Wealth And Asset Management
Accounting In Minutes, Not Hours
Sage Intacct, the only AICPA-endorsed
cloud-accounting solution, provides best-in-class
multi-currency accounting, continuous consolidation
and drilldown across multi-entity funds to reduce
rollup times from dozens of hours to minutes with
full GAAP compliance.
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Investor Dashboard
Instantly access key metrics, such as AUM, across
funds, IRR, and cash-on-cash. Slice and dice by fund,
location, and asset class. Track metrics over time.

Find out how Sage Intacct best-in-class cloud
accounting solutions streamline operations and
provide real-time insights, boosting productivity
and growth.

To learn more about how Sage Intacct can help you achieve your mission more
efficiently, visit: https://www.sage.com/uk/intacct or contact us at 0800-9230340.
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